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Audience Question

Post to the chat section:

Yes – if you are familiar with remote approaches to 

conformity assessment 

No – if you are not familiar with remote conformity 

assessment activities
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TIC Conformity Assessment Activities
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Remote Inspection – A Deep Dive

Visit 

TIC-Council.org 

to download the 

White Paper
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Technical Needs

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Hurdles and Challenges 
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Industry Perspectives

Accreditation & Standardization

Product Testing & Certification

Commodities Committee

Government Services 

Industrial Life Cycle Services

Food & Health 
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Food & Health
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Industrial Life Cycle Services

•

•

•

• Witnessing
•
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Commodities
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Government Services
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Horizontal Task Force on Remote 
Activities

•

•

•
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What the Quality infrastructure has done 

All standards bodies have made the 
standards for masks and gloves available
free of charge

The list of accredited laboratories in Europe 
and China for tests on masks has been
published on the EA website 

Transitions to ISO 17011 and ISO 17025 have
been postponed
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IAF against COVID

Task force composed of all the Chairs of the main IAF Committees

34 FAQ (and 2 resolutions) - translated into 4 languages

48 hours to reply
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Replacement of assessments during the COVID-19 pandemic

During the current COVID 19-pandemic, whare a mandatory scheduled on-site assessment cannot be 
performed, by the AB or, whenever relevant, by a sub-contracted AB which is an IAF MLA/ILAC MRA signatory, 
that assessment may be replaced with a remote assessment or, in extraordinary circumstances, by an off-site 
review of documentation. 

The review of documentation should only be considered if the justifications for not being able to conduct the 

on-site or remote assessment are traced back to the exceptional situation due to COVID-19 (eg: Travel 

restrictions, Social distancing, Workplace health and safety decisions including health risk categories for both

assessors and CAB personnel)

The impact of the replacement on the accreditation program for the current accreditation cycle needs to be

considered.

If either a remote assessment or an on-site assessment has not been conducted within 12 months from the

review of documentation, for reasons not attributable to the AB, the AB shall normally initiate the process for

suspension or withdrawal of the accreditation of the CAB.

For an initial assessment, review of documentation only, is not sufficient.



Travel times and costs 

Take quick action during the audit (the Scheme

Managers who might be involved to manage a 

potential reserve)

Easy involvement of Technical experts

Attend to the opening and closing greetings

Document examinations transformed into a call?

Monitoring inspectors do this partially remotely



Mixed/Hybrid audits? 

If everything goes digital: 

• How do we sign audit reports? 

• How do we store files/video/photo securely? How long?



Are there sectors that remote auditing or inspections cannot 

work?

Witness audit where in-person

observation could be essential

(eg: safety schemes - security, 

safety and hygiene). 

Mystery audit (undeclared) 

during the provision of a service



Truman Show (artificial world created for audit) 

Do not perceive the weak signals related to 

non-verbal messages (the human factor) 

Too formal, without emotions. 

Risk of misunderstandings and of «us against

them»

Confidentiality (recording and multi-view)



Working group

Cristina Draghici (new chair ISO CASCO), Emanuele Riva (IAF), Shawn Paulsen 
(IEC), Marcus Long (IIOCI), Alister Dalrymple (IQNet) and Etty Feller (ILAC)
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SMART working does not mean changing your desk, but rethinking how we do the checks.

Using Google / Hololens glasses, or even changing what we watch? Or when do we look at it? 

And review the activities performed (traceability of the responsibility if the audit is recorded).



Rolling review introduced by the EMA .. Does it also apply to us? Verify data continuously?

Transform the one-off verification into a monitoring over time? 

Why not split the verification in several moments during the year, instead of a fixed day?



Many formal activities can be carried out by artificial

intelligence (data processing, supervision of operations) or 

carried out directly by the audited subject (such as

telepass or cash payment in supermarkets today – self 

assessmnet)

Others will continue to be conducted by humans, remotely

or in presence. The use of the Blockchain will give a 

"certain date" to many operations. 

The consumer / client will be able to "see" the control 

activities carried out (which is already possible with the 

use of the glasses they record). With a QRCODE you can 

see who did what related to a specific product. Difficulty in 

managing information, too many and sometimes delicate
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Questions?



Follow us online 

Wikipedia page: 

Testing, inspection and certification

@TICCouncil TIC Council

TIC-Council.org 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Testing,_inspection_and_certification

